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T here a re a l o t of major differen ces a nd benefi ts of L i bonom y bl oc k c hai n, c om pl e t e ly n e w
co ns en su s e n g i n e is on e of t h em, bu t besi des extrem el y adv anc ed Ar ti fi c i al Inte llige n c e
co ns en su s e n g i n e , t h ere are ma n y ot her fac tor s that set L i bonom y bl oc k c hai n as ide fro m
a ny o t h e r.

Scalable Over Time

With computing power increasing year in and year out we need a technology that would be directly tied
to this trend. Unlike other blockchains Libonomy blockchain utilize node computing power to achieve
higher speed of the network – by adding more powerful nodes to the network higher TPS is attained.
Moreover, AI consensus engine determines ideal block size in the blockchain and can adjust it to further
more increase TPS. These things combined allow very high Transactions per Second to be reached
(minimum: 6000 TPS).

Interoperable

There are multiple blockchains active right now, but there is not a single blockchain that can successfully
and freely communicate with other chains. Libonomy blockchain introduces full interoperability. That
means that Libonomy doesn’t render other blockchains old, replaced or useless, but instead guarantees
their simultaneous existence while these technologies are still in use. Libonomy is an ecosystem which
enables all other blockchains to coexist and ability to communicate directly with them through our
interoperable channel.

Interoperable Smart Contracts

As explained previously Libonomy introduces full interoperability, the same translates to Smart Contract
technology. Smart contracts written and deployed on Libonomy blockchain are able to execute the code
over multiple blockchains instead of being limited to just one.
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As explained in the report titled
“Finding The Greedy, Prodigal, and
Suicidal Contracts at Scale” by five
researchers from U.K. and Singapore a lot
of Smart Contracts in use right now are
vulnerable to hacks due to errors in their
code. In this case the upside of blockchain
technology serves as the downside for these
instances.
As code deployed on blockchain is
completely immutable, bug fixes after
launching Smart Contract are impossible.
Every Smart Contract has to be completely
secured before deployed on the blockchain.
Libonomy does exactly that – gives every
developer a chance to test the code against
any form of security breach before deploying
it to the network.

Smart Contract
Error Debugging
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Multi-Currency Wallet

As of technology used right now for every different crypto currency based on different blockchain
separate digital wallet is necessary. Libonomys interoperable blockchain allows having one digital wallet
for every single crypto currency.

Fork-free Upgrades

We have designed our software source code in a way that allows fork-free upgrade by writing a new
version of the original. That means when Artificial Intelligence algorithm will determine that an upgrade
is necessary, State Engine will deploy the upgrade, but will never upgrade the system in a way that would
resolve in forming a fork.

Decentralized

With all known consensus algorithms a trend for centralization can be found, technology that is meant
to serve completely decentralized fails to meet its purpose. The architecture and human nature is the sole
reason for this, by introducing power pool with different node categories we achieve distribution and no
reason to strive towards centralization.
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High Security

There are many security issues, some greater than others, some very minor. Few of the most popular
ones are 51% attack, double spending, nothing at stake problem for POS consensus algorithms, long
range attacks, Sybil attacks and of course DDoS or distributed denial of service attacks.
One of the unique assets of Libonomy blockchain is called Exploit Finding pool. This pool is constantly
trying different security breach attacks on itself, it even attacks its own consensus algorithm. If any
vulnerability is found precautions are made to prevent every single possible hacking attempt on the
blockchain before it can ever take place.

Completely Autonomous

Libonomy core is powered by AI consensus algorithm which makes it completely autonomous. AI is an
automated computation method that learns the data of nodes, the computers who join the system, run
a background check, find their patterns and predict their future behavior. The impact of AI running
effectively and efficiently increases its demand. The system is completely autonomous, without having
involved any middleman, and is fully decentralized. This gives power to users to take control of their
transactions, data or anyway it is being used.
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Private Blockchains

The options for companies wanting to use a private blockchain technology are very limited. There is no
solution that would cover everything – one service might grant some functionalities, but fail to offer
other. It is very common that a business these days would use services of multiple blockchains to achieve
all necessities.
Some of the most major drawbacks of the Private Blockchains nowadays are long setup times, limited
functionalities, possibilities on future adjustments, security risks.
As all the nodes are configured beforehand less time is necessary for Libonomy to be fully set up for
business. Moreover, if a business running 5-peer solution would like to add 6th peer in the future it
would require a lot of new configuration and a trust in developers for the solutions offered today. On the
other hand Libonomy would execute everything automatically and only requires the trust to lay on the
blockchain itself instead of developers.
Application layer can be used not just on the public network, but also on the private – business owners
can execute different kind of Smart Contracts on their private blockchains. There is no need for any other
technology, no need to use multiple different blockchain solutions for one business – everything is
covered within Libonomys different layers.
Private Blockchains nowadays work with an assumption that all nodes in the network are running
correctly and are trustworthy. Scenario where developers would try to corrupt the system is likely to have
a successful outcome. Libonomy doesn’t take the risk and secures every node itself not leaving any
chance for a security breach to occur.
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Consensus
Algorithms

Pros
+

DPOS

Projects

Some security ﬂaws
are eliminated due to
the slow nature of
consensus

High energy
consumption
Nodes required to
have high computation power
Reward pool limited
Very Low TPS
Security leaks of
nodes
Mining pools lead to
centralization
No scalability
No Interoperability
Node Limitation
No Interoperable
Smart contracts

BitCoin
Ethereum
LiteCoin
Dash

Consumes less
energy than POW
Nodes do not need
high computation
power
Easier to enter
network than POW

Leads to centralization over time
Not eﬃcient by itself
Security leaks of
nodes
High ﬆake market
manipulation
No scalability
No Interoperability
Node Limitation
Unfair reward syﬆem

Ethereum 2.0
EOS (old version)
Chainlink
NXT

Energy eﬃcient
Higher TPS than
POW and POS

Heavily leads to
centralization
Easier 51% attack
Market Manipulation
issue
No scalability
No Interoperability
Security leaks of
nodes
Node Limitation

EOS (new version)
Cardano
Tendermint

POW

POS

Cons
-
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Consensus
Algorithms

pBFT

Libonomy AI
Consensus
Engine

Pros

Cons

Projects

Higher TPS than
POW/POS/DPOS
Energy eﬃcient
Low reward variance

Scaling (works only
on small networks)
Not suitable for
public networks
No Interoperability
Neglecting Malicious
Nodes leads to high
failure risks
Node Limitation

Hyperledger Fabric
Zilliqa
Tendermint

Better diﬆribution of
rewards
Completely decentralized
Highly energy
eﬃcient
Nodes are not
required to have high
computing power
Very high TPS (and
will increase over
time)
Dynamic block size
No security vulnerabilities
Highly Scalable
Interoperable
Autonomous
Lower transaction
fees
Multi Pool Consensus
No Market or
Network Manipulation
Security Layer
Quantum secured
blockchain

Large number of
nodes required in
the teﬆnet for AI
engine to operate
eﬃciently

Libonomy
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Use Cases
Financial
Money transfers
Payment channels
Charity
Fund raisers

Decentralized Currency Exchange
Know-Your-Customer
Cryptocurrency

Government
Digital Voting
Blockchain-as-a-Service
Social Security Verification
Tax collection

Supply
Enterprise resource planning
Payment on delivery
Package tracking
Food tracing

Product tracing
Payment on delivery

Secure Data Storage
Patent library
Notary
Medical records
Car odometer

Smart Contracts
ICO/IEO/STO
Tokenazation Platforms
Referral Programs
Utility Contracts

Other
Business-to-business
Blockchain-as-a-Service
Decentralized Social media
Application Layer
Software Development Kit
Other Decentralized Apps
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